EIT Imaging of Upper Airway to Estimate Its Size and Shape Changes During Obstructive Sleep Apnea.
Noninvasive continuous imaging of the upper airway during natural sleep was conducted for patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) using the electrical impedance tomography (EIT) technique. A safe amount of alternating current (AC) was injected into the lower head through multiple surface electrodes. Since the air is an electrical insulator, upper airway narrowing during OSA altered internal current pathways and changed the induced voltage distribution. Since the measured voltage data from the surface of the lower head were influenced not only by upper airway narrowing but respiratory motions, head motions, and blood flows, we developed a pre-processing algorithm to extract the voltage component originated from upper airway closing and opening. Using an EIT image reconstruction algorithm, time-series of EIT images of the upper airway were produced with a temporal resolution of 50 frames per second. Applying a postprocessing algorithm to the reconstructed EIT images, we could extract quantitative information about changes in the size and shape during upper airway closing and opening. Results of the clinical studies with seven normal subjects and ten OSA patients show the feasibility of the new method for OSA phenotyping and treatment planning.